DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.

2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 040000B FEB TO 050000B FEB 94.

I. GEN SITUATION. CALM

II. FACTIONAL ACTIVITY:

A. POLITICAL. BROAD BASED TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT NOT YET INSTALLED. NEGOTIATIONS ONGOING.

B. MILITARY.

[1] RGF. TROOPS OF KIMIHURURA AND GIKONDO CARRIED OUT SMALL ARMS FIRING AT KIMIHURURA FIRING RANGE, ON 030730 FEB 94 AT GASHENI (2548). RPF TROOPS WERE SHOT UPON BY RGF USING MACHINE GUN. THERE WAS NO DAMAGE.

[2] RPF. THE COUNSELLOR OF NKUMBA REPORTED THAT 30 ARMED RPF TROOPS CONDUCTED PTL IN THE KINONI (8943) AREA. SOME SOLDIERS WERE CARRYING HAND BAGS. POPULATION IN AREA REPORTED TO HAVE FLED THEIR HOMES. INVESTIGATION ONGOING.

[3] OTHERS. NTR.

III. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. HQS. JOINT MILITARY COMMITTEE MEETING SCHEDULED FOR 04 FEB 94 IS POSTPONED TILL TUESDAY 08 FEB 94. RPF ASKED FOR FC TO GO TO MULINDI AND MEET RGF HIGH COMMAND CHAIRMAN, MAJ GEN KAGAME.

B. SECTORS.


[2] DMZ. CONDUCTED VEHICLE PTL TO RUHENGHERI, KINIGI AND BUKAMISAMP IN ORDER TO INVESTIGATE ALLEGED PRESENCE OF RGF SOLDIERS. THE TEAM WAS ACCOMPANIED BY THE COUNSELLOR OF BISSATE AND THE LEGAL INSPECTOR OF KINIGI. ALSO CONDUCTED FOOD PTL IN GISDOMNOTSIA (4793) AND BUNGODE (4744) TO THE BORDER WITH ZAIRE. NOTHING UNUSUAL WAS OBSERVED. TUNISIAN PLATOON AT NKUMBA REPORTED GENERAL FEEDING PROBLEMS AND INSECURITY IN THAT AREA. MONITORED FOOD DISTRIBUTION BY ICRC AT KIRAMBO.
C. **MILPOL.** Conducted escort for RPF VIPs to Mulindi. Implemented training program for the UNMOS.

D. **UNOMUR.** Conducted routine vehicle PTL. One suspicious truck was stopped and checked at Gatuna Border Crossing. Following border crossings were reported at Gatuna: 6 vehicles with 14 passengers carrying personal luggage and food crossed into Rwanda; 6 vehicles with 17 passengers carrying personal luggage and 7 word food program trucks into Uganda.

IV. **UNCTPOL.** NTR.

V. **HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.** RPF, UNHCR, WFP, MININTASO and UNAMIR representatives conducted recce in Tabagwe (2358) area in order to assess the spontaneous refugees return from Uganda into Rwanda. At this moment about 7,000 returnees, mostly men, with about 9,000 cattle are living in that area in self made grass shelters or abandoned houses. Until now, no humanitarian relief was sent. The team evaluated possible sites for the returnees, supply roads, distribution centers and needs.

VI **CIVIL AFFAIRS.** NTR.

VII. **LOGISTICS.** Operational situation remains difficult due to the lack of vehicles and radios. Batch of about 100 UNTAC vehicles arrived the past week in the mission area. Vehicles are being checked and distributed. Also arrived several containers with stationeries.

VIII. **MISC.** NTR.